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Delivery Policy of APPLET

Welcome to APPLET
At APPLET, products sold on our platform may attract shipping charges. The shipping charges are not
fixed and depend on various factors like nature / category of your product, which location despatched
from, gross weight of the product, etc. These details of the Shipping Cost will be provided by the
seller approximately on the product page. The buyer can find the approximate Shipping cost of the
product at the Product page. But the actual and final Shipping cost details will be provided by the
Seller in the 'Order history ' page.

It should be noted that APPLET whose domain is 'applet.in' will sell the produts of Applet Software
Company. Applet is committed to deliver your order accurately, in good condition, and always on
time promised by our customer care executive or on website or mobile.
But the Ads of the services of various providers are shown at applet.in. So Applet doesn't take any
responsibility of those services. When a person finds any service listed at any App at applet.in is
useful and wants to know the information of the service, he / she places an order by clicking the 'Click
here to place an Order' button of that service App. When the order is placed and the person pays the
service fee, the information of the service provider will be given to the person who pays the service
fee by placing the order. Applet provides the information of the person who needs the service to the
service provider and the information of the service provider to the person who pays the service fee
so that the person and the Service provider get interacted each other to provide and recieve the
service. So Applet acts as a mediator between the Service seeker and the Service Provider for
various services or works or jobs or information listed in various Online Apps or Shopss at applet.in.
Applet only sells its own Products ( Products of Applet Software Company ) and other products which
it manufacturers or deals with . Applet provides its Bank Account details for Bank transfer or Net
Banking, Upi address for Upi Payment and UPI Link for UPI payment and Payment Link for payment by
Credit / Debit card and other payment methods for its products.
So Applet is responsible of delivering only the products it sells or deals. This point should be noted
by every buyer at applet.in

Below are some more shipping related points:
*
Each order would be shipped only to a single destination address specified at the time of
payment for that order. If you wish to ship products to different addresses, you shall need to place multiple
orders.
*
We make our best efforts to ensure that each item in your order is delivered in proper
time. However in some cases, it may take longer, upto 5 or more working days, to ship the order . In such
cases the buyer will be intimated with a seperate message of delay.
*
The products of Applet will be delivered on all week days (Monday to Saturday),
excluding public holidays.
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*
To ensure that your order reaches you in the fastest time and in good condition, Applet
will only make shipments through reputed courier agencies.
*
While the sellers strive to ship all items in your order together, this may not always be
possible due to product characteristics, or availability.
*
If you believe that the product is not in good condition, or if the packaging is tampered
with or damaged, before accepting delivery of the goods, please refuse to take delivery of the package,
and call our customer care numbers at 9160502153 or 9291330786 (9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. / 7 days
a week), or write an e-mail to admin@afroz.in mentioning your order reference number. You may
submit a form of 'Product or service return' at applet.in also. We shall make our best efforts to ensure
that a replacement delivery is made to you at the earliest.
*
Please note all items sold by Applet will be shipped with an invoice of Dmarket as our
Registered firm is DMARKET. In case, inadvertently, the same is not received, you may call our customer
care numbers at 9160502153 or 9291330786 (9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. / 7 days a week), or write an email to admin@afroz.in mentioning your order reference number.



